
Message from the Principal...
a few weeks ago, a representative from Bright from the Start, (whom 
our pre-school is licensed by) popped in to evaluate our facility. While 
the representative was sitting with me and going over the report, with 
great enthusiasm, she commented that my three year old teacher was 
absolutely amazing. I applaud Yedidah Schochet!

We have begun the process of going through Quality Rated again. We 
did it three years ago and we earned their highest rating. Quality 
Rated is a step above licensing. It is Georgia's system to determine, 
improve and communicate the level of quality in a program. Last 
week, our representative came to the school and began her 
observations to help us determine areas of strength and weakness. 
After her observations she came into my office and said, "Other 
schools would love to have your teachers!!!" I applaud Briana Rivers 
our 2Y teacher and Terri Rockwell our pre-k teacher! Behind every 
successful teacher in pre-school is an assistant working with them 
side by side to accomplish all goals and take care of the children. 
Claudia Clark, Priscilla Harris and Kim Cullins assist our pre-school 
teachers and play an important role in our success!

As Rosh Hashana approaches, it brings moments of reflection.
Definition of aggravation -an act or circumstance that intensifies 
something or makes something worse. 
Definition of happiness - a state of well-being and contentment: 

joy. I think we could all agree that we all want to live in the "city"
of happiness! However; we must first accept that this city is 
found in the "state" of mind!

Perception is only unquestionable reality in our minds. To truly see 
reality, we must have an open mind, a positive attitude and a flexible 
perception.

The entire faculty and staff of Rambam Day School wishes all of you a 
very happy, healthy New Year!!!!

Click HERE to purchase a ticket!

The 2Y, PreK, and Morah Rena wish y'all a Shana Tova U'Mesuka - a Happy Sweet New 
Year!



First Grade News 

Kittah Alef has been busy preparing for Rosh Hashana with various projects and games!
Shana Tova!

Morah Rena and Ms Jhazmyne 



2nd Grade

The second grade was learning about 
Avrohom building a mizbayach (altar) for 
Hashem. It was Avrohom‘s special way of 
saying thank you. The students were so 
excited they wanted to build their own.

The second grade is getting ready for Rosh Hashanah. We have 
some talented students. If you need, they could blow the shofar for 
you. Have a happy and a healthy new year. 

2nd Grade Musical Explorer Class.



3rd Grade News

Third Grade is a very rewarding experience. We have so much to learn and all the energy 
and desire to do it. In fact, we have already finished our first Parsha in Chumash, Parsha 
Chaya Sarah. we'll waste no time and move on to our next parsha, Toldos.

As you can imagine, with Rosh Hashanah quickly approaching, we have been spending a 
great deal of time reviewing and learning about Rosh Hashanah so that we can be ready 
and prepared for this most awesome holidy.

We have also been working on our davening skills. Our goal in third grade is to learn 
several new sections in our siddurim so we can be better prepared to participate in the 
regular daily services. So far, we have added quite a bit.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish our third graders, their families and the entire 
Rambam family, a Shana Tova U'mesukah, May we all be inscribed in the Book of Life for 
this coming year.

Rabbi Gordon

3rd and 4th Grade

Third and fourth grades has been learning about different types of energy and how they 
transform into each other. We have learned that the more energy an object has, the more 
energy is released. We saw how heat actually moves air. We have also learned about 
renewable energy forms. 

During our discoveries we conducted several experiments. In the first experiment, we 
created twisters and saw that the thicker rubber bands spun faster because it required 
more energy to turn, therefore releasing more energy. In another experiment, we created 
a spinner and placed it under a lamp. When the lamp became hot, it heated the air around 
it causing the air to rise. The moving air made the spinner move without anything touching 
it.

STUDENT COUNCIL 2019-2020

Our fabulous student council leaders, Michael Stoltzman, Shani Rabhan, Esther Safer, 
and Tzvi Rabhan, introduced this year’s theme of ROYALTY with a surprise trip to 
STARCASTLE! Everyone had a wonderful time skating, laser tagging, and playing 
arcades! We look forward to a fun-filled year!



SEVENTH GRADE YAHADUS

Seventh graders celebrated the completion of their Rosh Hashanah unit by 
making their own delicious “apples”! Ask them what they’re made out of! 
YUM!



Seventh graders show off their gorgeous ROSH HASHANA TRIVETS!

SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CHUMASH

After learning about the story of Bilam and how he could only receive prophecy at night, in 
his dreams, we made delicious little “Bilams in a Blanket”!

EIGHTH GRADE YAHADUS

Eighth graders created their very own SIMANIM RINGS to assist them in 
saying the special prayers over the symbolic foods we eat on Rosh 
Hashana.



Algebra class learning to use Excel spreadsheets.

BETTER TOGETHER PROGRAM 2019-2020

Our Better Together Program this School Year of 2019-2020 is up 
and running! The Eighth Graders ran a wonderful Rosh Hashana 
program with the seniors of Buckingham South. They introduced 
themselves, shared some thoughts on the holiday of Rosh 
Hashana, and assisted the residents in making Rosh Hashana 
cards.
We are looking forward to a great year!



Days of Learning

A month of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Julia Schachter.
Sponsored By: Baruch and Tehila and Family

A week of learning in honor of Brad Cherney, Thank you for your kindness and friendship.
Sponsored By: Shifra and Stephen Safer

A week of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Faye Kirschner.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Her Tennis Group, Shani Rabhan, Rena Kreisel, Aliza Kreisel, 
Devorah Lob, Shayna Rosen and Chana Raizel Rabhan

A week of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Julia Schachter.
Sponsored By: Marsha Weiner

A week of learning in memory of Ralph Siskin. Lovingly Sponsored By: 
Your 4th Grade Class, Amelia, Dovi, Esti, Hadassah, Hudi, Shannon and Zev

A week of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Julia Schachter.
Sponsored By: Sarah and Jerald Gottlieb

A week of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Julia Schachter.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Morah Ester and Uncle Freddie

A week of learning in honor of The Savannah Jewish Community, Thank Ya"ll so much for 
going above and beyond for me and my family! Lovingly Sponsored By: Julia Schachter

2 days of learning in honor The Raskin Family, Mazel Tov on your new home. Welcome to 
the neighborhood. Sponsored By: Sheryl and Michael Horwitz

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Julia Schachter.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Aunt Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in honor of Alex and Michele, Happy Anniversary! And welcome to the 
neighborhood!Sponsored By: Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Faye Kirschner.
Sponsored By: Brad and Jill Strauss

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Faye Kirschner.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in memory of Florence Karsman. Sponsored By: Brad and Jill Strauss

A day of learning in memory of Lillian Lowe. Sponsored By: Brad and Jill Strauss

A day of learning in appreciation to Halle Garfunkel. Sponsored By: A Friend

A day of learning in honor of our Great Grandmother, Happy 100th Birthday 
Great-Grandma. We love you!! Sponsored By: Pinny, Aryeh and Esther Malka

A day of learning in memory of Ralph Siskin. Sponsored By: Ester and Freddie

A day of learning in honor of Donna Epstein, Happy Birthday!
Sponsored By: Ester and Freddie

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Faye Kirschner.



Sponsored By: Donna, Jay and Richard

A day of learning in memory of Ralph Siskin.
Sponsored By: Yitzie and DeeDee and Family

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Faye Kirschner.
Sponsored By: Ephraim and Sara Brana

A day of learning in honor of Rabbi and Mrs. Avi Nitekman, Mazel Tov on your new 
positions! Lovingly Sponsored By: Aunt Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in honor of Frank and Susan Slotin, wishing you well in your new home.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Ester and Freddie

A day of learning in honor of Sam and Mertha, for your kindness and selflessness.
Sponsored By: Sabrana Rabhan

A day of learning in honor of Miriam Kreisel, for your kindness and selflessness.
Sponsored By: Sabrana Rabhan

A day of learning in honor of Murray Gottlieb, Happy Birthday!
Lovingly Sponsored By: Aunt Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in merit of a refuah shleima for Eleanor Freide.
Lovingly Sponsored By: Cookie and Harvey

A day of learning in memory of Lilian Lowe.
Sponsored By: Amy and David Rosenthal

A day of learning in memory of Esther Reed.
Sponsored By: Amy and David Rosenthal

A day of learning in honor of our dear Barbara Kooden, Happy Birthday!
Lovingly Sponsored By: Ester and Freddie
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